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Th"TRODUCTION 

The preserving of berries in the Pacific Northwest by the frozen
pack method 3 apparently began about 20 years ago in Salem, Oreg. 
The industry is centralized in western Oregon p_lld western 'Vash
ington, where the climatic ('onditions :u'e favorable for the produc
tion of large yields of berries of high quality, 

~ Now associate cbemist. nur~au of Chemistry and Soils. 
=Acknowledgment is mnde of tbe yaluable assistunce of the late Charll's n. Rt<?phcnson,

of the Food. Drug, and Ins('ctlcidl' Administration. and of th(' courteous Iwlp gi\'pn lJy the 
eann('rs and packers of berries Ilnd by cold'storage ~'Ompani('s in tbe Pacific Northwest 
who cooperat.,d to make these iny('stiglltlollS possible. Of these, the Puyallup and Sumner 
:l"ruit Grow('rs Association, of Puyallup, Wash.; the Wllshington Berry Growers. of 
:Sumner, Wash.; the National Fruit Callning Co., of Seuttle.Wash.; the Am"riciill Pack· 
jng Co .. of Everett, Wasb.; und the Spokan(> Street Termiual Cold Stor:l!!e, of th(' pvl't
··of Seattle, de8erV(> special mention. The 'Western Washington Experilllf.'llt Station at 
'Puyallup assisted materinlly by offering its luboratory and office facilities for the work. 

• 'This process is known to the trade generally as .. cold pack." The term .. frozen 
pack" is used in this bulletlu as more accurately descriptiYe of the process and hecause 
.of the use of the term "cold pack" In the canning industry, where it refers to n pack
.made Jlt pre,aillng air temperatures. 

~03j9~G----l 1 
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The method used in this process consists essentially of placinO" the 
:fruit in barrels or other containers, with or without sugar, and. freez
ing and storing the pack at relatively low temperatures. 

The quantity of fruit so handled has increased from a few hundred 
barrels at the beginning to about 10ltQOll burrels of 50-gallon l'apac
ity in 1928. Exact data for the earlier years are not available, but 
estimates of the yearly strawberry packs are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1.-Esti'1ll.a.tei£ Ue(1r1u frazen pacT.~ of st1'wlvlJerries in the Pacifio North
/rest, 1918-1928 

5O-gallooYenr Year barrels 

Fl'~l.'~ tb/;! data in Table 1 it is apparent that there has been a very 
rapid increase in the quantity of strawberries handled by tbis method. 
To a lesser degree this has also been true of raspberries .and Logan 
and other blackberries. The 1926 strmyberry pack would have been 
larger if unfayorable weather conditions had not occurred, and there 
have been occasional fluctuations at other tilllPS ill the volume of the 
total pack in the Pacific Northwest for the same reason. 

Stru\yberries comprise the largest proportion of the pack and are 
followed closely in volume by red l·aspberries. The Marsha.ll variety 
of strawberry is used most commonly, although other varieties grown 
in the Pacific Northwest are packed to 50me extent. The Cuthbert 
red raspberry is used extensively, while the Antwerp, Marlboro, and 
other so-called sour varieties are packed in relatively small quantities, 
sometimes mixed with tli\'! Cuthbert. 

Logan and other blackberries are packed to some extent, and small 
quantities of black raspberries: currants, gooseberries, and cherries 
are also preserved by this method. The Evergreen and Logan varie
ties are u[;'('U almost ('xclllsively for the blackberry frozen pack. 

Table 2 presents data showing the quantities of fruit of different 
kinds, type of package, and kind of pack used commercially during 
the seasons of 192Gand 1927. 

Under the heac1ing "Kind of pack" in Table 2, in the designations 
3 plus 1 or 2 plus 1 the first figure refers to the proportion of fruit 
in the pack by weight and the sec'ond refe.rs to the proportion of cane 
sugar used. A pack containing no sugar is generally referred to by 
the trade as a "straight pack." 

http:Marsha.ll
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~ABLE 	2.-TYpe of package, killa of pack, aJ/a quantities of trftit pre8e'1''IJ-ea 'by 
the frozenrpack mcf.lwa iJb the Pacific Northu;est in 1926 and 1927 1 

Number or Number or 
containers containers

FruJt and type of Kindo! Fruit and type or Kind or 
container pack container pack 

1926 I ]927 	 1926 1927 

---------+----\---. --11--------:----\·--
Strawberries: Logan blRCkberries- 1 


5().gallon barrels___ No sugllr__ 272 870 Continued.

Do____________ 4 pIuS L___ ________ 1,000 5-gallon cans______ No sugar__________ 96Do____________ 3 plus L___ 7M ],8.;3 Do____________ 4 plus L __________ 300Do____________ 2 plus L __ 31,2P5 48, 063 Do____________ 3 plus L __________ _ 418Do____________ plus L_ ________ 104 Do____________ 2 plus L___ 8091~ 	 4Do____________ 1 lrius L__ ________ 138 3().jlOund tins_____ 3 plus L __________ 210

3().gnllon burrels___ 3 plus L___ ________ I'; Other blackberries: 
Do______-- ____ 2 plus L___ 38.; 503 5Q-gallon barrels___ No sugar__ 8,167 1,543

lQ-gnllon kegs________do_______ 411 372 Do____________ 4 plus L___ 10 120
5-gallon kegs _________do_______ 830 3,262 Do____________ 3 plus L___ 100 755-galJon c:ms ______ 3 plus L___ ________ 1,374 Do____________ 2 plus L___ 31 50

Do______ ..____ 2 pIllS L___ 4,36.'\ 3,820 3().gallon barrels___ No Bugar__ 36
Do____________ 1 plus L _________ .. 50 Do____________ 2 plusL___ 5 

3().jlOund tins_____ .; pIns L___ ________ 8,400 lQ-galJon kegs ________do_______ 13 ----2-1-5-
Do____________ 3 plus L___ ________ 17,002 5-gallon enos.. ____ No sugar._ 341 

Red raspberries: Do____________ 4 plus L___ ________ 1,752 
50-gnllon bnrrels___ No sugar__ 17.897 6,215 Do____________ 3 plus L___ 600 765 

DD~-_-_-_-_-_-_~~=-.-_-_ 54 pPlus 1-_-_-_-_ -_-_-_._-_-_-_-_ 565 Do____________ 2 L___ 497 ------_" 5 3().pound tins_____ 5 plusplus L _______.___ 600 
Do._. ___• ____. 3 plus L___ 424 M7 Do______._. ___ 3 plus 1____ ________ 2,008 
Do_.__________ 2 pIns L ___ 17,681 3,367 BlBc.1r raspberries: 

3li-(;lIllon burrols___ Nosugnr__ ________ 88 5().gnllon barrels___ NosugBr__ 353 3&2 

lls 1 

Do____________ :1 plus L___ 83 38 Do____________ 2 plus L___ 231 40
l().gnllon kegs_______ .do_______ 100 26 5·gallon enns______ Ko sugar__________ 6.;5-gallon kegs .. ____ • ___ do.. _____ 75 _______ Do____________ 2 plus L___ 328 131
a-gallon enns __ .... No sugar.. ________ 75 Gooseberries: 

Do________ . __ • 4 plus L ________ ._. 127 5().gnllon barrels___ No sugar__ 20

I 50Do____________ 3 plus L___ ________ 4i7 5-gallon enns ______ 2 plus 1___________ _ 320
Do____________ 2 plus L___ 884 3,699 So,?r c-itted red cher

3().pound tins ___ ._ 5 pIns L___ ________ 1,000 rles: 
Do__ . _____ • ___ 4 pIns L __________ • 40 5().gallon barrels___ 3 plus L___ 852 628Do_____ ._- .... 3 plus L___ ________ 2,200 Do____________ 2 plus L___ 8 
DO____ ._. _____ 2 plus L___ ________ 6,914 5-gallon cans ______ 3 plus 1___________ 87 

Logan blackberries: Currants: 
5().gullon barrels___ No sugar__ 4,379 1,980 50-gallon barrels__ • No sugar__ 297 249Do____________ 4 plus L___ ________ 25 Do____________ 2 pius L___ ________ 1 

Do______ • __ . _. 3 plus L__ ________ 70 3().galJon barrels___ No sugar__ 3 ______ _ 
Do____ ... ____ . 2 plus L___ 173 _______ Black pitted cherries: 
DO_____ ••• ___ . 1 plus L___ ________ 100 S().gnllon bnrrels______do______ ________ 8 

30-gnllon burtels___ No sU!1nr__ 11 78 Do____________ 2 plus L___ 10 ______ _ 
Do___________ 2 plus L___ 50 _______ , Prunes: 

l().gnllon kegs_____ No sugar__ i 7 5-gallon cans______ 3 plus 1____,________ 630 
5-gullon kegs_____ • ___do_._____ 176 1114 

I These figures ",ere fumiEhed b~' E. M. Bums, secretaryo{ the Northwest Fruit BnrrelllrsAssociatlon. 

The filrures presented in Table 2 indicate an increase in the use 
of small containers for frozen~pack fruit. This phase of the industry 
Reems to offer promise for the future, particularly if a retail market 
is developed and the consumer becomes acquainted with the product 
and its possible uses. At prest'nt, however, the main outlet for 
frozen-pack fruit is still through channels which prefer the larger 
container, such as the 50~gallon barrel. 

The data also indicate that there is considerable fluctuation in the 
quantity of fruit packed and frozen each year in 50-gallon barrels. 
This is' generally determined largely by crop and climatic conditions 
and often by the demand for berries in the fresh-fruit market or by 
the canneries. 

Portions of the frozen product are occasionally held over for one 
or two seasons, pending suitable market conditions or demand; hence 
the pack in anyone year does not necessarily constitute the entire 
storage Sitock of frozen-pack fruit for that year. 
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The fruit preserved by the frozen-pack method is used very largely 
In the commercial manufacture of preserves, jams, and jellies. Con
siderable quantities are employed in the preparlrtion of crushed fruits 
and fl'Uit sirup for soda-fountain use and in pie baking by large 
restaurants and bakers. The manufacture of ice cream with fruit 
flaYol's also utilizes an appreeiab!e p!1rt of the total frozen pack, 
especially of strawberries, and a small quantity is used in the prepara
tion of fruit e).-t:racts and flavors. 

PREPARATION AND HANDLING OF FRUIT FOR FROZEN STORAGE 

TYP~ OF FRUIT USED FOR FROZEN PACK 

Two types of fruit arc used for the frozen pack-that which is 
grown especially for barreling purposes and that which is processed 
by the frozen-pack method because it is not suitable for canning or 
shipping or which, because of market conditions, can not be sold 
profitably in a. fresh state. 

Strawberries of the Marshall variety are used for frozen storage in 
the Pacific Northwest in larger quantities than any other variety, 
for the reason that this yariety can be grown there with large yields 
of fruit of exceptional size and qual.ity. The Marshall strawberries 
also hold np better in storage and retain their color and attractive 
appeurunce for a longer period of time. Ettersburg 121 is packed 
to some extC'nt. for use as candy centers. 

For those berries which are also canned or shipped in the fresh 
state, such as raspberries and Logan and other blackberries, the 
frozen-pack method offers an outlet for fruit that may be somewhat 
overripe and soft for canning or fresh shipment but which is wholly 
suitable for consumption. Large quantities of berries have been 
frozen in barrels during the height of the harvest season when can
ners have been tillable to handle the fruit or when the fresh market 
has not been a profitable one. 

A considerable portion of the fruit other than strawberries ;ulti
mately used in the frozen pack is not delivered primarily for barrel
ing but is offered by the grower for shipping or canning and is later 
c1i\Terted to the barreling plant if founcllIDsuitable for' these other 
purposes. 

It is thus evident that, in the past, the frozen-pack industry has 
been of great value to the small-fruit industry of the Pacific North-' 
west in providing an orderly and economical method for marketing 
the surplus production. 

PREPA~,ATION OF FRUIT FOR.PACKING 

In the details connected with the preparation and packing of ber
ries by the frozen-pack process there is considerable variation, de
pending 011 the packer and the locality. Only a brief discussion of 
the aeneral types will be given. 

i.fost of the fruit is hauled by the grower in wagons or trucks to 
the 'packing plants, or to assembling sheds maintained by some 
packers for the temporary storage of berries intended for packing in 
central plants located elsewhere. In the latter case, further transport 
by truck, by boat, or even by rail, is necessary to bring the frmt to 

.. 


., 
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the place where it is to be packed. Deliveries are made to such plants 
at rather definite hours in the morning or evening by truckmen who 
collect the berries from the substations. 

The berries are generally brought in either early in the morning, 
in which case they may have been picked during the previous after
noon, or late in the afternoon and evening after the harvest of the 
day is nnished. A few packers do the paCking in sheds in the field 
(fig. 1), as the fruit is delivered by the pickers. In one instance 
the barreling crew moved about the fields to sheds located conven
iently for the ,Pickers, who brought in the berries in pails. In other 
cases the berrIes are transported in crates holding 10 to 12 l)ounds 
of fruit in 12 cups, or hallocks, which are only one layer deep III each 
crate, or in tin containers of about 30 pounds capacity. 

FIGURE I.-Hulling nnd pucklng struwberrj~s in tl.!(' field 

Generally the berries unsuitable for shipment are handled in the 
shipping crates, capable of holding about 20 to 25 pounds of fruit 
in 24 cups. Upon arrival at the barreling or packing station, the 
fruit is weighed and the crates are stacked until the fruit can be 
packed, which is generally within 12 to 18 hours. (Fig. 2.) 

Strawberries must have the hulls removed before they are ready 
'for grading and b!!rreling. This is done either at the packing plant, 
before the final inspection of the fruit, or in the field by the pickers. 
The latter seems to be the most common method at present, because 
hulling the ber.ries in the field adds to the grower's revenue and 
possibly can be done a little more cheaply there. It also tends to 
relieve the congestion which may arise at the packing plants, if the 
fruit has to be hulled there before it can be put in barrels. Con
nected with this practice, however, there is considerable danger of 
greater spoilage and shrinkage in hulled berries, especially when 
the temperatures are high. Unless this can be overcome by prompt 
utilization of the fruit after picking, the hull.ing of the berries at 
the packing plant is to be preferred. 

. '. 
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In most cases the berries are given some form of inspection and 
grading before they are placed in barrels. At that time leaves and 
other field debris are removed, as well as moldy berries or those 
otherwise unsuited for barreling. Usually berries for barreling 
which have previously been graded' for shipping or canning pur
poses receive no further inspection. 

The manner :in which the sorting is done varies considerably. In 
some packing plants the berries are dumped on a moving belt whieh 
pass~s before sorters, who remove the undesirable fruit, the leaves, 
and the stems. In others the sorters pick over the fruit as it is 
dumped into large pans holding generally between 20 and 25 pounds 
of fruit, and these in turn are emptied directly into the barrels. 

The washing of strawberries before packing is gradually becoming 
altnost the unIversal practice in the Northwest. In some cases the 

l<'IGUIlE 2.-Pl'eparillg stl'llWberries for bal'r~Jlng 

sorting is done first, and the fruit is then run over spray washers; in 
others the fruit is sorted as it is being washed. Where packing in the 
field is practiced the washing may be done in tubs, and the berries 
are sorted over at that time or as they are allowed to drain. How-' 
ever, this method is not so desirable as the washing done with sprays 
of fresh water. It is essential, of course, that as little water as 
possible be carried into the barrel with the fruit, because under the 
food and drugs act added water becomes an adulterant unless its 
presence is indicated on the container. 

The container most commonly used for frozen-pack berries in the 
Pacific Northwest is a 50-gallon fir barrel, paraffin coated on the in
side, the bung being in the head of the barrel.. Relatively small quan
tities of fruit are also packed in 30-gallon barrels and in lO-gallon 
and 5-gallon kegs. Considerable quantities of fruit are packed in 5
gallon cans anu in 30-pound tins. There is a distinct tendency 
toward a more extensive use of the small containers, especially as 
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a ~tail market for frozen-pack fruit is developed. Fi,e types of 
Ct)Ji'tainers are shown in Figure 3. Cardboard containers impreg
nated with paraffin and friction-top cans have also been used. 

~rost of the strawberries are 1?acked with cane sugar, and consider
able quantities of red raspbcrnes are so handled, although t!:tere is 
a tendency to pack raspberries -.vithout sugar. Logan and other 
blackberries are packed very largely without sugar. Most of the 
fruit preserved by the frozen-pack method is packed without any 
preservative other than cane sugar. A very small proportion, how
ever, is prepared with benzoate of S9da, and the fruit so packed is 
generally in small containers and is intended mainly for the soda
fountain trade. The use of the preservative is noted on the containers 
as required by the food and drugs act. 

FIG~ltr: 3.-Fh-e types of containers useu for frozen-pack'lJerries 

There are several methods of filling the barrels. In some cases 
the fruit is dwuped directly into the barrels from the pans or other 
containers ll.'led in grading and sorting. In others the berries are 
allowed to drop into the barrel from the end of a moving belt, while 
in some packing plants both methods are used. The cane sugar is 
added either at short intervals or continuously from an overhead 
chute. In some cases the berries and sug:ar are actually weighed into 
the barrel, whereus in others they are measured from containers hold
ing a known weight of fruit or sugar. The former method, of course, 
is the more accurate. Where grading belts are not used. some packers 
dump the berries on sloping tables- or into funnellike chutes, to 
facilitate the examination of the fruit just before it goes into the 
barrels and to fill the barrels more rapidly without danger of spilling 
the berries. 

As the barrels are being filled they are usually shaken or jolted in 
order to mix the sugar with the berries and to settle the fruit mass in 
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the barrel. Some packers use large paddles to stir the fruit and sugar 
together, especially in the filling of the small containers. This lat
ter method is liable to crush the oorries more than the shaking or 
jolting method of settling the fruit. For this reason, and also be
cause it is much more difficult to keep the packing operation on a 
clean sanitary basis when the paddles are used, most packers do not 
look with favor on the continued use of paddles.

In most packing plants shaking or rocking platforms IlLre pro
vided on which the barrels are placed for fillin~. Such contrivances 
may consist simply of a small platform restmg on an iron pipe, 
(fig. 4), or on a piece of 2 by 4 inch lumber. The packer grasps 
the barrel at the top and rocks it back and forth with a jolting 
motion. Occasionally a piece of lumber nailed to the floor serves the 
l)Urpose, and the barrel is rocked from side to side upon it. .A few 

packers shake the bar
rel somewhat as it 
rests on the ,,,eighing 
scales while the fruit 
and sugar are being 
weighed into it. 

A recently developed 
mechanical shaker (fig. 
5) gives the barrel a 
continuous vert i c a I 
jolting throughout the 
filling periou. Such 
power-driven contriv
ances are gradually re
placing most of the 
hand-operated shaking 
platforms, especially 
in the larger packing 
plants. 

When cane sugar is 
used with the fruit the 
barrels are filled almost 

FlGUIt~; 4.':'Hllllkll1l; or rocking platform full, the total weight
of sugar and fruit gen

erally averaging about 450 pounds. When no sugar is used, more 
Y:leant space is left in the top of the barrel, in order to provide for 
the expansion of the fruit mass during the freezing process, in which 
case about 380 pounds of fruit is usually placed in each barrel. 

As soon as the barrel is filled it is headed, coopered, and the bung 
driven in. The barrel is then weighed and the head is usually 
stenciled or marked with the brand mark, the number of the barrel, 
the type of pack and vltriety of berry used, and the gross, tare, and 
net wei.ghts of the container. 

The ba rrels are then ready for transport to the cold-storage rooms. 
'rhe time elapsing between packing and storage will yary with the 
location of the packing plant in relation to the cold' storage. Usually 
the barrels are placed in fr';-ezing storage within 6 to 8 hours after 
being filled. This period should be made us short as. possible. 
The general practice is to allow a number of filled barrels to accumu
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late before any are sent to cold storage, the barrels oeing held in 
most cases under a roof to shelter them from the sun and to keep 
them as cool as possible. 

Transportation of the barrels to storage is largelx by autotruck, 
although in some cases they are carried by boat or raIl. A few pack
ing plants are located adjacent to cold-storage plants, and from 
them the barreled berries are stored with a minimum of delay. 

After delivery to the storage plant, the barrels of fruit are gen
erally rolled or trucked to freezing rooms, where they" may be piled 
two or three high (fig. 6) on the chimes. In some storage plants 
pieces of lumber, commonly called stripping or dunnage, are placed 
between the tiers of barrels and between the lower tier of barrels and 
the floor. This hastens the cooling of the barrels and makes stack-

l!'IGUIlE 5.-J!ower grader and shaker for strawberries 

ing easier. In some storage plants it is the practice to freeze the 
fruit at a low temperature and then remove the barreled fruit to a 
warmer room. In such cases the barrels may be rolled into the 
freezer and allowed to freeze as they lie. 

The temperature maintained in the average cold storage for freez
ing berries is generally from 10° to 15° F., but in many it is kept 
as low as 0°. The maintenance of the lower temperature js not 
difficult in seasons when a moderate volume of fruit is handled and 
when the barrel deliveries are evenly distributed from day to day. 
In some seasons, however, when large volumes of warm fruit must 
be handled within a relatively short time, the refrigeration capacity 
of the storage plants in the barreling regions is taxed to the limit. 
In such cases it has sometimes been impossible to maintain the de
sired temperatures required for quick cooling and freezing. The 
temperatures of rooms heavily loaded with warm fruit in the past 
have sometimes averaged 30° for considerable periods of time. Such 
a condition is very undesirable, however, and should be avoided. 

60379°-30--2 
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After a considerable portion of the berries have been frozen, the 
fruit can be shipped long distances in refrigerator cars or in the re
frigerated holds of freight steamships. 1Vhen shipped by rail, salt 
is added in the proportion of 10 to 15 per cent by weight of the ice 
used in the bunkers of the cars, in order to give the low temperatures 
necessary to keep the fruit frozen during the transit period. The 
customary carload consists of 120 or 160 barrels stacked in two tiers. 

• OUTLINE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS 

The purpose of the investigational work, begun in 1924, was to 
examine thoroughly the different phases of the barreling and freez
ing of bcrries and to determine, if possible, the best practical pro
cedure for handling fruit by the frozen-pack method .. 

lrLGUIlE G.-Cold tilorage for lJaneled berries, showing metbod of stacking 

The investigations have dealt (1) with the rates of cooling of 
barreled berries in different containers when packed with and with
out sugar and when exposed to various temperatures; (2) with the 
effect of different sugar concentrations upon the water content and 
texture of the fruit; (3) with the effect!..; of different methods of 
hancUing the containers upon the freezing of the fruit mass and 
upon the sugar distribution through it; and (4) with the develop
ment of yeasts and molds and of fermentation in fruit packed with 
or without sugar, particularly as influenced by different temperatures. 

This bulletlll is a report of the investigations carried on in 1924, 
1925, and 1926. Studies dealing with other phases of the frozen
pack industry, particularly problems arising from the more exten
sive use of the small container, now in progress, are to be reported 
in a later publication. 
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EXPERIMENTA.L WORK 

DETERMINATION OF RATE OF COOLING AND FREEZING OF FROZEN-PACK BERRIES 

Knowledre of the rates of cooling of the fruit when packed in 
different co~tainers and exposed to different temperature conditions 
is of prime importance. The purpose of rapidly cooling and freez
ing the berries is to reduce to a minimum the respiration of the 
fruit and the multiplication of yeast cells; it serves also to retard 
the growth of molds. By rapid cooling, fermentation and spoilage 
of the fruit can be markedly reduced ·01' entirely prevented. 

Information obtained by investigators concerning the growth 
rates of such plant organisms as are commonly found in frozen-pack 
fruit indicates that their development is markedly reduced at tem
peratures below 40° F., although it does not cease entirely until 
freezing actually occurs. Hence under commercial conditions it is 
desirable that the fruit temperatures be reduced below 40° as soon 
as possible, in order to check f(lrmentative activity. 

In the experimental work the determination of the rates of cool
ing and freezing of packed berries was made by inserting water
proofed resistance thermometers into the fruit mass in the contain
ers. This was done after the containers were filled, headed, and 
placed in cold-storage rooms, the leads to the resistance thermometers 
passing out of the containers either through the bung in the barrels 
or through other openings. The temperatures in different positions 
in the containers could thus be read at any time without disturbing 
the contents. 

",Vhen barrels were used, the resistance thermometers were usually 
placed in three positions: (1) 4 to 6 inches from the bottom of the 
barrel, (2) 4 to 6 inches from the side of the barrel, midway be
tween the top and the bottom, and (3) at the center of the barrel. 
In some instances temperature readings were also taken 4 to 6 inches 
below the top of the fruit marls. All readings were made while the 
barrels were standing on end. "With r;mal1er containers the tempera
tures were determined only at the center of the fruit mass. 

Figure 7 shows graphically the rater; of cooling in four different 
positions in a 50-gallon barrel of Marshall strawberries packed with 
cane sugar (2 plus 1 pack) and held at an average temperature of 
approximately 14° F. It is apparent that the cooling- was most rapid 
at the top and sides of the barrel, and slowest, as might be expected, 
at the center. At that location about 9 hours elapsed before ther-:! 
was any appreciable cooling. After the cooling began it progressed 
at a fairly steady rate until a· temperature near 300 was reached. 
The fruit was relativpjy cool when packed, the temperature being 
about 60°. At the end of 24: hours the temperature at the center in 
this barrel was about 53°, and after 48 hours, 42°. At the end of 
three days it had reached 34°. It is apparent, therefore, that even 
under very favorable cooling conditions a period of two or three 
days will elapse b('fore the fruit in the center of the barrel is suffi
ciently cooled to stop the fermentation process. 

During the first two or three days the fruit at the sides and top of 
the barrel cooled much faster than did that at the center, the tempera
tures in the latter position averaging approximately 10° higher than 
those at the top and sides of the barrel. A period of approximately 
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24 hours longer was required to cool the center of the barrel to 
40° F. than to cool the sides to this temperature. After the fruit 
had cooled to the point where freezing began, however, there was no 
marked difference in temperature in different positions in the barrel, 
the center being at this time about as cold as the top and sides. At the 
end of this test, after six and one-half days, the fruit in the bottom 
of the barrel had the lowest temperature, while that at the top had 
the highest, about 27°. The reason for this difference is probably 
that the freezing process increases the. concentration of the sirup in 
the barrel, the increase not being the same in all parts of the barrel. 
The fruit mass in the bottom of the barrel had the lowest freezing 
point, owing to an accumulation there of the heavy sugar solution. 
The fruit sirup on the top of the barrel, being the least concentrated, 
had the highest freezing point. Intermediate readings were obtained 
for the center and side positions. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the rates of cooling of the fruit at the centers 
of barrels of Marshall strawberries and Cuthbert raspberries, re

20f---..---. 

/0 1ST DAY 2ND DAY 3RD DAY 4TH DAY oS'TH OAY ~TH DAY 7 TH OAY 

l!'rGUlnJ T.-Hatl.' of COOling at th~ cl.'nter, side, hottom. and top of It 50-gnlloll barrel 
of :! [llu~ 1 puck Marshall strawberries held Itt about 14° 1;'. 

spectively, packed with cane sugar (2 plus 1 pack) when heIcl in 
f:;tOl'age at 30°, 15°, and 0° F. The data indicate that a period ap
proximately twice as long is required to cool the center of a barrel 
in storage at 30° as is required at 0°. The rate of cooling at 15° is 

. intermediate. At 30°, 3112 days were required to reduce the tem
perature at the center of the barrel to 40° and about 5112 days to bring 
]t to 32°. Even at 40° fermentation and respiration are not entirely 
stopped, so it is apparent that if the fruit is held at 30° a period of 
several days will elapse during which fermentation may occur. At 
0° F_ a temperature of 40° at the center of the barrel was reached 
after 1% days; at 15° this temperature was reached in about 2 days, 
while 32° was obtained in a little more than 3 days. 

The temperature curves in Figure 9 are similar to those shown in 
Figure 8. The fruit, particularly in the barrel stored at 30° F., 
was somewhat cooler when packed than that used in the tests shown . 
in Figure 8. The center of the barrel held at 0° reached this tem
perature after 2 days. 

Figure 10 shows graphically the rate of cooling of Logan blackber
ries packed without sugar when held at 0° and at 15° F. Under the 
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conditions of this test the cooling at 0° was only slightly faster than 
that at 15°. The temperature of the fruit was about 70° when 
packed and was reduced to 40° at the center of the barrel in less than 
two days when placed'in storage at 0°, and in slightly more than 
two days in storage at 1,5°. ' 

There was no marked difference in the rates of cooling obtained 
for strawberries, raspberries, and Logan blackberries packed in bar
rels when held under similar conditions. 
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FIGURE B.-Rate of cooling at the centers of 50-gallon barrels of 2 pl us 1 puck
lIfurshnll strnwb('rries held at ubout 0 0 

, 15 0 
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The temperature curves in Figures 8, 9, and 10 emphasize again 
the fact that after placing the barrels in cold storage considerable 
time elapses before there is appreciable cooling in the .fruit mass 
at the center. Usually there is practically no cooling during the 
first 12 hours, and often there is a fllight rise in temperature for a 
few hours, probably due to the heat produced by the respiration 6f 
the fruit. . 
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EFFECT OF ICE ON RATE OF COOLING BARRELED FRUIT 

As shown in Figure 7, the center of the barrel cools considerably 
more slowly than the sides, bottom, and top. COl'lsequently, when 
there is fermentation and spoilage it is:,most likely to be found at 
the center. It would seem that a method of cooling the fruit at the 
center of the barrel more quickly would do much. to minimize the 
hazard of fermentation and spoilage. This is particularly important 
in the case of berries packed without sugar and which lack the pre
servative action of sugar while the fruit is above 400 F. It was there
fore planned to determine what effect a small quantity of ice placed 
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in the center of the barrel would have on the temperatures prevailing 
in different portions of the berry mass. Temperatures obtained in 
two barrels of Cuthbert raspberries, one packed with 5 pounds of ice 
in the center of the barrel and the other without ice, are shown in 
Figure 11. Comparison of the temperatures prevailing at the centers 
of the two barrels shows that the ice reduced the temperature at the 
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FIGURE lO.-Rate of cooling! at the eentel's of 50-g"lIlJon barrels of Lob'Ull, black
·berries, packed without. sugar and held at. about (}O and 15° F'. 

center from 65° to about 47° by the time the first readings were 
taken. The fruit .at the center of the banel packed with ice reached 
a temperature of 40° ill. one and one-half days, while that at the 
center of the barrel packed without ice required more than two and 
one-half days to reach the same temperature. Thus it is apparent 
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1!'IGUREl H.-Rnte of cooling nt the centers, bottoms, and sides of 50-gallon barrels 
of Cuthbert raspherrles. pucked without sugur llnd with or without Ii [i-pound 
poie~'e of ice at the centeJ' of t.he barrel. lwld at about 1.9° F. 

that the ice had a marked effect on the. rate of cooling of the fruit at 
the center of the barrel. 

Along the sides of the barrel there was also a noticeable influence 
of the ice all the rate of cooling. The temperature at this location 
in the barrel which was packed with ice reached 40° within 24 hours, 
whereas more than two days were required in the same location in 
the barrel packed without ice. There Wl!S not so much difference in 
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the rate of cooling the bottoms of the barrels, although the one packed 
with ice .had a slightly lower temperature there. 

From the foregoing it is apparent that ice at the center of the 
fruit mass will accelerate the rate of cooling of the berries in that 
portion of the barrel. The use of ice, however, means that storage 
and transportation charges must be paid on water, and the presence 
of ice must be marked on the head of the barrel to conform to the 
requirements of the food and drugs act. 'Vith wund fruit and with 
satisfactory storage conditlons the use of ice is not necessary. Under 
conditions where there js probability of spoilage, however, the use of 
ice in the container may prove of value in rapidly lowering the tem
perature at the center of the barrel. Precooling the berries before 
packing will, of course, materially improve temperature conditions 
in the container before freezing storage begins. 
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11'lGt:ItB l:!.-rtute of cooling ut tbe cl'nters, bottoms, nnd sides of 50-gallon barrels 
of p!'ecooled and nonprecooied Cutbuert raspbernes, packed without sugar und 
held at ubout :10· II'. 

EFFECT OF PRECOOLING BERRIES ON TEMPERATURES PREVAILING IN THE 
BAR.RELS 

In order to determine the value of cooling the fruit before placing 
it in the barrel, a test was conducted in which berries were used that 
were thoroughly cooled before being barreled. The field crates con
taining the fruit (Cuthbert raspberrIes) were placed in a cold-storage 
room held at from 32° to 34° F. for about 18 hours. The berries 
were then hauled to the packing plant, placed in the barrels, and re
turned to the storage plant, about two hours being required. for the 
whole operation. A comparable lot of fruit was held at the packing 
plant and was placed in the barrel without being cooled. 

The temperature prevailing in the fruit in different parts of these 
barrels are shown graphically in Figure 12. 'fhe temperatures in 
the barrel filled with precooled berries were from 36° to 42° F. at 
the time the barrel was returned to the cold-storage plant. Both 
barrels were held at 30°, a relatively high temperature. Within 10 
hours the temperature in all parts of the barrel of precooled berries 
was below 40°. There were only slight differences in temperature in 
the different portions of the barrel, although the fruit nea. the side 
of the barrel cooled slightly faster than that at the center. In the 
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banelfilled with nonprecooled berries the temperature of the fruit 
was between 65° and 700 when the barrel was filled, and it averaged 
above 60° at the end of 24 hours. Almost four days were required for 
the t~mperature at the center of this barrel to reach 40°. 

This test demonstrated that cooled fruit can be removed from stor
age, placed in the barrels, and returned to storage without a marked 
rise in the temperature of the fmit. Such a method is ideal from 
the standpoint of handling, in preserving high quality in the fruit, 
and in reducing fermeIlltation and spoilage to a minimum. At present, 
facilities for cooling the fruit prior to barreling are, in most cases, not 
available. ,,\Then the :fruit is sOUIid and suitable stora~e conditions 
are available, very satisfactory results can be obtained by packing 
the fruit without precooling and then placing it in freezing stora.ge, 
though precooling where feasible is more satisfactory. 
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FrGl:IIB lS.-Rut!' of cooling at th~ centers of 50·galloD \Jurrcls of precOoled nnd 
Jlonpre<JO(lled 2 plus 1 pack Marshall /itrawuerries held at aoout 1,,· F. 

Figure 13 shows graphieally the temp~ratures pre,-ailing at the 
centers of barrels of precooled and nonprecooled Marshall straw
berries packed with cane sugar (2 plus 1 pack) and held at 150 F. 
The temperature curves shown in Figure 13 again indicate that with 
the precooled fruit the temperature did not rise above 40°. About 
two and one-half days were required to cool the center of the barrel 
of nonprecooled fl'l1it to the temperature prevailing in the barrel of 
precooled fruit when the latter was placed in storage . 

.RATE OF COOLING OF I<'ROZEN-PACJ( BERRIES IN DIFFERENT CONTAINERS 

In order to uetermine the relative rates of ('ooling in the yarious 
commercial container!; u!;ed for packing and freezing berries a .series 
of tests was made. using SO-gallon barrels, lO-gallon or 90-pound 
kegs. v-gallon or 45-pound kegs, and 5-gallon or 45-pound rectangu
lar cans. These containers were filled with Cuthbert raspberries 
packed with sugar (2 plus 1 pack in. aU cases) and were held in 
storage at 0°, 15°, and 30° F. The temperat~r~s obtained at the 
centers of these containers, as well IlS the prevaIling room tempera.
tures, are shown graphically in Figure 14. 

http:stora.ge
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From a study of the temperature curves show11 in Figure 14 it is 
apparent that fruit packed in small containers cools more rapidly 
than that packed in barrels. For example, in the 15° F. storage 
room the temperature iIi the center of a 30-gallon barrel was reduced 
below 40° in slightly less than IJh days. A similar temperature was 
reached in about 20 hours in the 90-pound keg, in about 12 hours 
in the 45-pound keg. and in about 10 hours in the 45-pound can. 

Although the rates of cooling were slower in the 30° F. room, the 
relation of the temperature curves for different containers is the 
same. Similar results were also obtained at 0°. In all cases the 
fruit packed in the 45-pound or 5-gallon can cooled most rapidly. 
The mOre rapid cooling of the berries in the rectangular can than 
in the wooden keg holding a similar quantity of fruit was due appar
ently to the more rapid heat transfer through the meta.! walls of the 
can . 

.I<'IGUItE 14.-Hntp of cooling- at the centers of dUn'rent contain~rs of !l plus 1 pack 
CUUlI'('l't raspberries held at nbout 0·, 15·. and 30· F. 

There is no question thnt the use of smaller containers results in 
more rapid cooling and freezing of the frozen-pack fruit. Ob,i
ously this ic; very deRirable and results in minimum danger of fer
mentation and spoilage and in higher quality in the packed fruit. 

INFLUENCE OF SUGAR CONCENTRATION IN FROZEX-P.ACK FRUIT ON RATE OF 
COOLING 

The. opinion has been preya]ent in the trade that. berries packed 
without sugar cool mOre rapidly and freeze more readily than those 
l)ackec1 with cane sugar, It has also been c~aimed that berries packed 
with equal parts of cane sugar and fruit cool more slowly than those 
packed with 2 or 3 parts of fruit to 1 part of sugu,r. To detenuine 
the influence of the proportion of sugar on the rate of cooling, 
barrels of :Marshall strawberries packed 1 plus 1: 2 plus 1: and 3 plus 
1 were stored at 0° and 30° F.~ and the rates of cooling at the cen
ters of the different barTels were determined. The results of this 
test are shown graphjcally in Figure 15. It is apparent that at both 
temperatm'es the 1 p~us 1 pack cooled most rapidl~, whereas on the 
a.verage the 2 plus 1 pack cooled slightly faster than the 3 plus 1 
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pack. A study of the rates of cooling in other tests indicates that 
fruit packed with cane sugar cools somewhat faster than that packed 
without sugar. 

The higher the proportion of sugar used, the less the weight of 
berries in the barrel. The berry tissue consists largely of water, 
which cools much more slowly than an equal weight of sugar; conse
quently, both from a theoretical standpoint and in actua). tests, the 
packs containing the most sugar cool the most rapidly. Fruit packed 
with cane sugar freezes at considerably lower temperatures than 
fruit packed without sugar, however, and this probably accounts for 
the opinion that the latter cools and freezes more easily. 

DISTRmUTION OF SUGAR IN FROZEN-PACK BERRIES 

A.t the present time practically all of the strawberries and about 
half of the raspberries packed in the Pacific Northwest for freezing 
storage are put up with cane sugar, mainly in the proportion of 2 
parts of fruit to 1 part of sugar by weight. The use of cane sugar 
in sufficient quantities retards the development of yeasts and mo~ds, 
eyen at relatIvely high temperatures, and reduces the danger of fer
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mentation. It also pre.serves the color of strawberries and to some 
extent preserves the flavor and the aroma of the berries. The texture 
of strawberries, at least for preserving purposes, may be considerably 
hnproved by frozen storage. The use of sugar increases the cost of 
handling, howe,-er, since a smaller quantity of berries can be packed 
per barrel, and freight and storage charges must be paid on sugar 
as well as on fruit. For some purposes it would be more desirable 
for the preserver or other manufacturer to add sugar as he uses the 
fruit. As the market for frozen-pack fruit in small containers is 
dev~oped it is possible that thE housewife or the restaurant operator 
would prefer to add all, or at least a major portion, of the sugar as 
the fruit is used; consequently, it is desirable to use the minimum 
quantity that will satisfactorily preserve the color, flavor, and qual
ity. Cane sugar is not extensivel;v used for Logan and other black
berries. Their color holds satisfactorily without it,although the 
flavor is improved if sugar is added. 
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When'the cane sugar is added to the berries, water is drawn from 
the fruit tissue by osmosis, the water passing out through the skin 
of the fruit. The sugar dissolves in tlus water, forming a concen
trated sirup which gradually settles ~y gravity to the bottom of the 
container, tbe ~..ate of movement bemg slower the lower the tem
perature at ,,:Iuch the packed fruit is held. 

The berries shrink considerably, the degree of shrinkage depending 
on the sugar Goncentration in the sirup, on the variety, and to some 
extent on the length of the storage period. After several clays a 
mass of somewhat shrunken l)artly frozen berries will usually be 
Hoating in the sirup. At the bottom of the barrel there will be a 
concentrated sirup practically free from berries. 

Samples of the sirup or juice pref"ent at the tops and bottoms of 
the barrels were taken in order to obtain information on the distri
bution of the sugar in barreled fruit. A screened tube was inserted 
into the barrels, either at the top of the :fruit mass or toward the 
bottom of the barrel, and a sample of the sirup was drawn up by 
suction. The temperature of the sirup was allowed to come to ap
proximately 60° F., and the concentration was deternilned by a. 
Balling saccharometer. 

The results of some preliminary tests on the distribution of sugar 
in frozen-pack berries are shown in Table 3. Barrels numbered 1 
to 10 were prepared by adding berri{'s and sugar alternately in quan
tities of approximately 20 pounds of berries and 10 pounds of sugar. 
The barrels were shaken by hand on a simple shaking platform and 
were rolled to the storage plant, this practice involving some further 
mixing of the sugar and berries. Several days elapsed before the 
sugar deternunations were made. Bnrrels marked 11 to 14: inclusive, 
were from a commercially packed lot of fl'ujt. The packer used the 
paddle method of mixing the sugar and fruit. which 'were added to 
the barrel in nccurlltely weighed quantities. The barrels marked 15 
to 18 were filled by a secol!d commercial packer who measured por
tions of fruit and sugarund used the shaking method of nilxing ancl 
settling the contents. The sugar analyses for the fruit in bal rels 
marked 11 to 14 were taken one week ·after the containers had been 
placed in stora~e ; those for the fruit in barrels marked 15 to 18 were 
taken after 11 days in storage. 

TABLE 3.-Collcentration of sirup in barrels Of Jrarshan stra'lcberries 

[?-liscelillneous commer~inl pucks sllmpled in storage lit 15° F.J 

Snccharometer rend- sacchnro.meter rend
ings nt GO° F. of 

1/' 

ings at GOO F. of 
sirup from- sirup from-

Barrel No. Kind of pack Burrel X o. Kind of packI 
ITop of IBottom : 1Top of IBottom 

barrel of barrel : ,barrel of burrel 

----1------1-, 'j 
1___________ 2 plus 1_________ 30 [,6.5 II 10__________ 1 plus 1.________' 34 58.5I 
2~____.-.-.-- _____do___________ 30 49 B _________ • 2 IJlus L ________ ' 32.5 49.0 
3____ •__________.do___________ 31.5 48.5 . ]2. _____ •________do___________ 32 52.0 
4--··_------ -----dO---------- 26 44.5113-----.---- _____do__.________ 33.5 52.5
5________________do___________ 28.5 44.0 14•• _____________do___________ 39.0 49.0It::::::=::·I:::J~:::::===:== i~~ ~~:g Iit:::::::: :::J~:::::::=::: ~i:~ ~!9___________ 3 plus 1_._____ ._ 29.5 38 j 18______ •________do __________ 44,0 55 

c 
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It is apparent from the results reported in Table 3 that the sirup 
concentration at the bottom of the barrels is considerably higher than 
at the top. This is particularly true with the commercially packed 
fruit which had stood for some time before t.he samples were taken. 

Another series of tests was made with sirup from. the oottom of 
barrels of 3 plus 1 pack Cuthbert raspberries, all packed at one 
barreling plant. Samples of the sirup were taken after the fruit 
11Ud been in storage at 15° F. from 1 to 22 days. The sirup concen
tration at the end of 9 days was 46° to 47° Balling; at the end of 
14 days, 4,70 to 48° Balling; and after 22 days. 51° to 55° Balling. 
A.fter 1 day the concentration was practically 'the same as after 9 
days. This fact indicates that a relatively high cane-sugar concentra
tion in the bottom of the container exists soon after packing-as 
soon as the sugar and water from the fruit mix. There is, however, 
a sli~ht increase in concentration as increasing quantities of water 
are changed to ice. 

In order to determine the effect of different proportions of cane 
sugar and different storage temperatures on the concentration of 
sirup found in the tops and bottoms of the barrels, Marshall straw
berries and Cuthbert raspberries packed in the 'proportions of 1 plus 
1, 2 plus 1, and 3 plus 1 were held in storage at temperatures of 0°, 
hio, and 30° F. Table 4 presents readings of the sil"up concentration 
of samples taken from the top and bottom portions of the barrels 
after they had been held in storage £01' one week. 

TABLE 4.-l!Jffect of storage te1/l.Tleratlll·e.~ and. qlla:ntttJl Of cane. sugar on sirup 
concentration in. frozell-paek bel'rie8 

Sacchnrometer read 
jogs at 00" }'. from-

Stol11ge 1__-..,..___
Kiod of '!lllck 

temper- Iuture Top of Bottom 
burrel of burrel 

. ---------i---'--
611 plus L._______________________________ ._., _________________-________ . ___ \.If 57 
57 

55 
59 
57 
54 
55: :: :::::::~=:::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 

59 

Ji5 

There was relatively only a slight variation in the concentration 
of the sirup at the bottoms of the barrels, depending upon whether 
1 plus 1,,2 plus 1, or 3 plus 1 sugar packs had been u:;ed. There was 
somewhat more variation in the cane-sugar concentration in the top 
of the ba.l."rel, this being approximately twice as high in the 1 plus 1 
pack as in the 3 plus 1 pack. The sirup in, the bottoms of the barrels 
ill all eases was apparently very nearly a saturated solution at the 
prevailing temperatureH. 

The foregoing tests demonstrated that there is considerable fluc
tuation in the concentration ofsirnp in different portions of the bar
rels under commercial handling conditions. Tests were made to de
termine th€) possibility of ohtaining a more uniform mixture of 
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sirup through the fruit by reversing the position of the barrels during storage or by altering the methods of filling the containers.A number of baTrels of Marshall strawberries packed in a 2 plus 1mixture were placed in storage at from 15° to 20° F. Two barrelswere stored with the bung end up and two others with the bung enddown for 60 hours and then r'eversed. There was no significant difference in sirup concentration in the fruit mass in the tops and bottoms of these barrels. From a, fifth barrel the contents were removed and packed into another barrel after a short period in storage.1Vhen tested about two days later the sirup concentration in thisbarrel was very uniform, the reading at the top being 40 per centand at the bottom 40.5 per cent.

Another experiment with barr-els of 3 plus 1 pack Marshall strawberries was conducted in which the filling of the containers wasdone with and without shaking. The filled containers w~e storedboth with bung end up and bung end down. After two weeks instorage these barrels showed a sugar concentration of 50 to 58 percent at the bottom, the fruit mass at the top being at that time hardfrozen. There was no apparent correlation between the method ofl1andling the barrels and the sirup concentration in the fruit mass inthe top Hnd bottom of the container.
1Vl11le it apparently was not possible to obtain a uniform distdbution of sirup in the barrel, ei ther by varying the methods of adding~he cane sugar to the fruit or by changing the position of the barr'els]n storage, such treatments l1ad some effect on the appearance andcharacter of freezing of the berries. It has been observed also thatthe mechanical jolting method of settling the fruit is preferable tothe hand-shaking method because it does not shake so much 1mdissolved sugar to the bottom of the barr"el, where it is of little valuein preserving the fruit. 

DISTRIBUTION OF FREEZING IN F,ROZEN-PACK BERRIES 

Freezing in the barrels of berries and sirup invariably begins inthe fruit mass at the top of thE' barrel. A layer of ice and frozenberries gradually forms across the top of the barrel, followed byfreE'zing tlown the sides of the container. This apparently is dueto the lower sirup concentration at the top of the barrel un(1 consequently to the higher freezing point of the fruit mass in that location.In frozen-pack fruit practically no ice formation occurs in the bottoms of tbe barrels E'xc('pt after long storage at low temperatures.EYen tl1en, with the relatively high sirUl) concentrations existing,the froz('n mass 11as fL slushy ('onsisten('y. '''l)('n the> sirup is moredilute the fruit mass after freezing becomes hard and crystalline.Table 5 shows the data for both sirup c1istrjJmtion and for the character of freezing in barrels of Cuthbert raspberries, packed withsngar and held in storage at 1;)° and 18° F. Some of these barrelswere filled by adding sugar ancI berries and shaking the mixture,and others were fi11('d withollt shaking. In some. all of the sugarwas scattered through the fruit in the upper halyes of the barrels.these being shaken during the filling process. ' 



TABI,E 5.-Sirnp concentration (l.lId character 0/ /rl'czlll(1 in 2 pl/l.~ 1 llack. enth/lart 1'Cll1p/lcrrics h(l.ndlcd ·in variol/..~ way., anl.l .,torccl at ~ 
1,",Q 01' .15 F. _ __._--.:-------- 
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I, shaken by-han,L ........ ".. , nun~ end up...... ' :10.0 i [,'Z.o Hnlhcr smooth ........ Swect; ll!ensnnt... __ ...do._____________do__•___.._ 
None.2, shaken hylmDII. ....... ".... " __ I ]Jun\i cnti (\own... :1\1.5 52.5 Smooth ... __ ............__ .do..... --... --. _____do_...__________do......__ _ Do. ~ 

:1, notshnken....... __ ............. Jlungul1(l up...... :li.il 40.5 •• __ .dO......------••---\ Very sweet find _____do......._______do_______ __ ....

4, Dot shaken.....___ ......... "'~"l' Bung end down•• _' 3a.O pleasant. Do. ,p..


55.5 ltough, lumpy. ______ • Not sweet or Unther hard Slushy___ ..__ _ C¥l 
5, shnkon; sngar 1111 in upper hulL. Dung end uP ......! 35.0 I pleasnnt. 

Dung end down.••! :17.0 ~~: gt' iiiit~~r·sliiooili::::::::I·iiiiil:~rs·\;.'iiet.~::::: ·siu~ilOi:::=:::: ·No~~~:::::::::1 On ~~~i-el hondo ~0, shoken; sugnr 1111 in urpor IUllf .. Hung end up......1 a5.5i, not shokou; sugar III iu upper 
47.0 !Hough, Jumpy ____ •__ • Not sweet,,_________ Hnt.iler 111m! •• SIIlShy_______J None. rnI1U!!.

8, not shoken; sugar 1111 in upper l~ung end dOl'm... 45.0 
hn\!. 1 Slight qunnt.it)' on

Stored lit ].;0 P.: I Hnthcr rough ........- Slightl)' SWl,ot... __ \". __ .dO.... _. __ .. __ .do ___ ..__ __ 

I, sllllkcn by h��od.......___ ......__ Bung ond up .• _••• --.--.--; ,,'1. r. top. ~ 


.Do, ;'l 
2, shoken by hllod......... __ •____ .• __ •• ·.· I1O......._••••_ -----.-.\ 5.').0 Smooth' nltrnclivo ____ Sweet _____________ \ Slushy ..____.. None.________ _ On bnrrel hond nnd 
;\, shllkan by hllnIL____________.____ 13ung end do\\'n ....--_ •• -- 5·1.0 top 01 fruit. g 

_____do...__......._____ •••__ do....__ .. ________••(10••___..____ ...do...-.---- Do. 

! _....<10 •..-.......... __ •• __ ...do .• _______ •• __ .....do...._____ .....do__•____ __ 


.,5,1) None.4, shaken by band......._. __ •• _. __ . _____do•• _____ •_____ .----••• : Smooth •• __ ...... __ ... _____do....______ --.1 --, ..do...._.___ Slushy----.--- .>
5,1.0 In top of fruit moss. 5, not shaken __ •________ ._. ___ •_____ Bung end up.__ •__ -------.: Rough. IUlJ1py......__ Not sweoL..... __ • lTnrd ...... ____ Nono________ __

0, not shaken _______ . ___________ •••• Bung end down __________.I 50.0 Smooth •• _____________ Sweet....________ • Slushy. ____________do._______ _ Do. 
fi1.1) Do.7, shaken; sugor!n upper hnlC only. Dung end up.......-----.. \ 1 ~ 
52.0 Do.S, ~hllken; sugur!n upper halC oni~-., ..... do. __ .. ""--'" :--- ".--\ :::J~::::::::::::::::: ::::::lg:::::::::::::IeJ~::::::::: :::Jg:::::::::aU Nono.II, Shllken; sugllr l.n upper hnlC onh',\._._.(\o.... -- •.• , •.• !.--_.... Hilt her rough. __ ..____ .. __ .do_____._______ l'alrly hnrd... Slushy. ------ 
52.510, shllkon; sugnf 111 upper Im){ only_____ .do......._-. '-'1'--'" ", ~ 
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While the results of these treatments are not clear cut, it is evident that the barrels which are shaken by hand as the cane. sugaris mixed throughout the fruit mass and which are stored uprightas they are packed usually exhibit a rather rough, lumpy, and hardfrozen condition in the top of the fruit mass. The character of thishard freezing will of course be deternilned largely by the freezingtemperatures and their duration, together with the. sugar concentration in the top of the fruit mass. Cane sugar often sifts downthrough the fruit in an undissolved condition when the barrel isshaken and may be found at the bottom of the barrel, especially inthp 1 plus 1 packs. FL'Om the standpoint of obtaining the maximumpreservative action of t.he sugar hl the top of the. fruit mass andof improyiug the appearance of the frozen product and its flavorand color, the proper mixing of sugar throughout the fruit mass isof importance. The experiments indicated that the extent and degree of harel freezing could be reduced somewhat by placing thebarrels in freezing storage in a position the reverse of that in whichthey were packed.
The filling of the barrels without shaking also tended to give asomewhat smoother and more desirable appearance in the fruit masswhen the barrel was opened, as well as a more pleasantly flavoredproduct when it thawed. Shaking or jolting of the barrels is, however, almost indispensable, since it is often not possible to place theproper quantity of fruit in the barrels unless there is some way ofsettling the berries.
Scattering all of the cane sugar through the fruit in the top halfof the barrels before much shaking was done resulted, in some cases,in a more attractive appearance at the top as well as an improvedflavor wIlen the barrels were opened. The sirnp concenh'ations at·the bottom of the barrels under such conditions of packing weresomewhat less than in most of the barrels packed in other ways.The best means of distributing the cane sugar throughout the fruitmaSf; was not definitely established by these tests. As a practicalmeasure the frequent addition of sugar ill small quantities as packinggoes on and the storing of the barrels in a position the reverse of thntin which they are packed involves no additional expense and seemsto be about the best method. Observations were also made on thecharacter of the freezing that occurs in the fruit mass in barrelspacked with different surraI' concentrations and placed in storage atdifferent temperatures. Barrels of Marshall strawberries pricked 3plus 1, 2 plus 1, and 1 plus 1 were held in storage at temperatures of0°, 15°, and 30° F. The fruit mass in the barrels held at 30° showedno freezing, but gradually settled toward the bottom; that in thebarrel held at 15° showed freezing, the degree and character of whichvaried with the quantity of sugar. At this temperature the 3-plus-lpack fruit showed the greatest extent of freezing, being frozen deeplyover the top and around the sides, with the sirup confined entirelyto the center and bottom of the barrel. The I-plus-l pack was frozensolidly over the top to a depth of about 8 inches, with some slushyice at the sides and a concenlrated sirup at the bottom. The 2-plus-1pa.ck showed freezing of an intermediate degree and character.In the 0° F. storage room, the 3-pJus-1 and the 2-plus-l packs hada bulging, hard-frozen dome at the top center of the fruit mass. The 
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top of this dome was raised at least 8 inches above the former level 
of the fruit and was pressed tightly against the he!M"1 of the barrel. 

The berry mass in these two barrels 'was frozen solidly at least 
halfway down the barrel. The ice crust could be broken only with 
difficulty, especially in the 3-plus-1 pack, and in each case the upper 
portion seemed to be quite free from sugar or sirup. The 1-plus-1 
pack showed no bulging dome in the center but was also hard frozen 
at the top, and unfrozen sirup was present only in the lower half of 
the fruit mass. 

Observations were also made on barrels of fruit packed without 
sligar and held in temperatures similar to those prevailing in the 
experiments just mentioned. Fruit packed without sugar expands to 
a considerable extent during freezing and difficulty has been experi
enced under commercial conditions, from the bursting of the barrel 
heads from the pressure of the expanded frozen-berry mass. This 
is especially true for temperatures around 0° F., and has led to the 
almost universal use of about 380 pounds of fruit per 50-gallon barrel 
in which the berries are packed without sugar. Hard freezing, such 
as is generally obtained at 0°, especially if small containers are used, 
is not always necessary for the proper preservation of frozen-pack 
fruit. There is some question whether rapid freezing does 110t extract 
water from the fruit tissues in such away as to result in a product 
more disintegrated 'when thawed than 'when somewhat higher tem
peratures of 10° to 15° are used. 

The rapid cooling and freezing which occur in barrels of frozen
pack berries when they are exposed to air temperatures around 0° F. 
are often desirable for the quick retardation or inhibition of fer
mentative processes and the development of organisms. But the pro
longed holcling of such fruit at these temperatures is often uneco
nomical and generally unnecessary and may result in very hard 
freezing, with the elanger of bursting the containers if they are too 
nearly full. 

In the tests conducted at air temperatures of 10° tD 15° F. very 
hard freezing did not occur, and there was no appreciable bulging of 
the fruit mass in fruit packed with sugar. Occasionally there was 
some bulging in barrels of fruit packed without sugar, especially 
after prolonged storage, but this was not commercially significant. 
For long storage a temperature of 15° to 20° has been found satis
factory after the fruit mass in the containers is thoroughly frozen. 

EXTRACTION oI,' WATER FROM FROZEN·PACK BERRIES AS INFLUENCED BY 
SUGAR CONCENTRATION IN THE smup 

One of the results of miJl.'i.ng cane sugar with berries is the with
drawal of water from the fruit by osmotic action through the hicTher 
concentration of the solution around the berries. This process begms 
before freezing and continues at a constantly decreasing rate until 
the mass is frozen. 

"When freezing begins, the sirup concentration around the fruit is -4 
increased, and this results in a more rapid withdrawal of water from 
the berries. Apparently, however, a considerable part of the water 
extraction from the fruit occurs before ice formation has taken place, 
although if freezing is prolonged until the. fruit mass is hard frozen 
large quantities of water are removed from the tissues. A certnin 
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reabsorption of extracted water by the tissues undoubtedly takesplace during thawing, but the quantity is determined largely by thedegree of freezing that has occurred and by the conditions existingduring the thawing process. In any event, very considerable quantities of water remain unabsorbed by the tissues, and the concentration of soluble solids in the tissue juice is increased thereby.One of the important results of this withdrawal of water is ashrinkage in the volume of the fruit tissue to a degree more or lessproportIonal to the sugar concentration. The preserve manufacturerparticularly is interested in the proportions of fruit tissue and siruppresent in frozen-pack fruit. The quantity of fruit per barrel andits texture and appearance are of real importance to the preservingtrade.
As a preliminary experiment, determinations of the concentrationof soluble solids in Marshall and Ettersburg 121 strawberries in diffel'ent stages of maturity were made soon after the berries wereharvested. The results of these tests indicated that there was considerable variation in the concentration of soluble solids in the juiceexpressed from berries which, to the eye, appeared to be at about thesame stage of maturity and also that varieties of strawberries mightdiffer in this respect.
As the berries matured there was generally an increase in solublesolids in the juice, but in the same berry there was comparativelylittle difference between the soluble solids in the juice ,from the firmor from the soft side or between the red-colored and the greenishwhite portion of unripe berries.
With the object of determining the effect of different cane-sugarconcentrations upon the texture and loss in volume of Marshallstrawberries, a series of experiments was conducted with single berries packed in sirups of various concentrations. All precautionswere taken to obtain proper samples of sirup and juice from theberries. '1'he concentrations were determined in these as well as inthe preliminary tests with an Abbe refractometer, the use of whichmade it possible to work with very small quantities of liquid.The berries were packed in cans after the fruit had been thoroughlymixed with cane sugar, and the mixing was continued as the fillingwas going on in order to insure as thorough a distribution of thesugar as possible. The berries were put up without sugar and withsugar in the proportions 4 plus 1, 2 plus 1, and 1 plus 1.
The environmental conditions chosen for this experiment involveda gradual lowering of the temperature similar to that which takesplace in the fruit in the center of a barrel. Hence the cans were leftat 70° F. for 24 hours, after which some were withdrawn for examination, while the rest were removed to 45°, where they were leftfor 48 hours. Another lot was then withdrawn; th~ rest of thecans were placed in 30° and held for 72 hours. Some cans wereexamined at the end of this time, while the remainder were removedto 15° for periods of 48 hours, after which they also were examined.Where the fruit was frozen it had first to be thawed, of course, beforereadings on the soluble solids could be made.
A composite picture of the results obtained from many tests isgiven in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6.-Intf,uellce of proportion ot C/lI1le sugar ';'1/. p(];Ck on concentration of 

soluble soUds 'i1l, the pulp ot iliar8hall strawberries held (It various tempera

t1U"CS altd {inrrlly frozell 

Soluble solids in different packs
(Iler cent) 

Treatment of pulp 

No sligar 4 plus 1 2 plus 1 1 plus 1

------------------1------------
Held 24 hours at 70· F ____________________________________ •___ _ 8.08 17.99 20.74 21.25 

Held 24 hours at 70· and 48 hours at 45· F _____________________ _ 8.16 17.59 19.77 25.21 

Held 24 hours at 70·.48 hours nt 45·> and 72 hOllrs at 30· F ____ _ 8.36 19.86 22.61 26.80 

Held 24 hours at 70·.48 hours at 45·.72 hours nt 300 
• aud 48 hours

at Ifio F •______ • _. ______....._______ ..__ .._.........__ .. ____ .. 9.21 21.33 23.91 36.44 


Table 6 indicates that with an increase in the cane-sugar concentra~ 

tion in the pack there is also more water extractccl from the fruit, as 

shown by the increased percentages of soluble solids in the fruit itself. 

Most of the extraction occurs before freezing and takes place in the 

first 24: hours, although there is generally It slight increase at the 

different temperatures and for the duration of these experiments. 

'l'he berries packed without sugar show very little change in soluble 

solids until freezing has taken place. and even then the change is not 

marked. The degree to which the further sirup concentration result

ing from freezing will extl'act additional water from the tissues alter 

they have been stored i~ sirup for some time before ~reezing is shown 

by the table to be relatively small, except at the highest cane-sugar 

concentration used. It may be that this concentration completely 

plasmolyzes the cells of the berries and thereby renders the proto

plasts more permeable, so that the quantity of wat~r extracted is some

what greater than when lower sugar concentrations are used. 

Determinations of soluble solids were made on the sirup obt!J.ined 

from cans of fruit that had been treated in the same manner as those 

in the experiment just described, but which had been frozen for 48 

and 168 hours. There was no consistent change in the sirup concen

tration in any of the packs after the longer period of freezing, which 

would indicate that the greater part of the water extraction due to 

sirup concentration following freezing occurs relatively soon after 

freezing begins.
There is a noticeable decrease in the size of the berries uncleI' condi

tions that bring about wat('r extraction. Measurements of many 

berrie<; held in sirups of different concentrations show that the de

crease in size occurs relatively soon after immersion and that the rate
The deof decrease in size is much slower after the first 24: hours. 

crease in size for any time period is proportional to the cane-sugar 

concentration in the sirup. . 
As the berries decrease in size it becomes increasingly difficult to 

squeeze juice from them, and they become tough und leathery, espe

cially in the high cane-sugar concentrations.
Determinations of soluble solids made on the juice taken from the 

center portions of berries packed in different cane-sugar concentra

tions, as well as that pressed f:I:om the outer portion of the fruit, do 

not show consistent differences such as would occur if there were an 

actuu.! penetration of sugar into the fruit tissue. 
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Tests were made in ".{hich measured berries were :immersed in'sirups of different concentrations. Measurements were made to determine the decrease in size of the fruit, and determinations of soluble solids were made at intervals, both of the sirup surrounding theberrie.o:; and of the juice extracted from them. There was a ratherconsistent increase in soluble solids in the berries, roughly proportional to the quantity of cane sugar in the sirup, and this was paralleled by a decrease in soluble solids in the sirup, which would indicatea dilution of the sirup by water extracted from the fruit. 

EFFECT OF FREEZING ON CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF BERRIES 

Certain experiments were conducted with samples of ripe straw·berries, raspberries, and Logan and other blackberries to determinethe effect of freezing upon the chemical composition of the fruit.Each sample of berries was carefully mixed and divided into fourportions. One of these was analyzed immediai'ely; one was mixedwith distilled water, sealed in No. 10 cans, and processed; anotherwas mixed with one-half its weight of cane sugar, sell led in No. 10cans, and frozen; and the fourth portion was sealed in No. 10 canswithout the addition of sugar and frozen. The two frozen portionswere stored at Ilbout 25° F. The canned and frozen berries wereheld for a period of from six to eight months before being analyzed.The results of these analyses are given in Table 7.4 The percentages are calculated on the basis of the fresh-fruit weight, correctionhavin~ been made for the water or sugar added in each case. 
TABLE 7.-0hemica,Z. composi.uon of frozen-pack, berries, a.~ compare(l with theohe1/vical compoS'ition of u.ntreated; and; aunll('(l berricS' 

Water- AlCOhol·
Variety of fruit Wbere grown :Method of preservation iusol- insol· PectIc

uble uble acId Ash
solids solids,-,----

Marshall Per cent-Per cent Per cent Per centstraw- Longley, Wash ____ None_______________________ 2.561 0.59;berry. 0.429 0.42iDo___________________do __________ ._ 
Canned, 2 parts fruit to 1 3.06 .617 .402 .420part distUled water.Do_________ •___ . __ . __ do. ___________ Frozen, 2 parts fruit to 1 2.67 .562 .307 .448Do ____________ • ____ .do_. _______ .__ part sugar.Frozen____________________ __
Cuthbert raspberry__ Puynllup, 'Yasb___ Noue_____________________ _ 

2.79 .585 .346 .421

Do__• ________________ do___________• Canued, 2 parts fruit to 1 6.18 .629 .303 .399

6.00 .613 .2!l3 .351part distilled water.Do ___________________do ____ . _______ Frozen, 2 parts fruit to 1 6.46 .618 .259 .366pnrt sugar.Do___________________do __________ •• Frozen____________________ __ 6.33 .617Logan blackberry.• _ Auburn, 'Vasil .... None_____________________ __ .261 .345
0.27 .456 .201Do___________ ~_______do____________ Canned, 2 parts fruit to 1 I .360
5.20 .485 .188 .398part distilled water.Do___________________dO ____________ , Frozeu, 2 parts fruit to 1 5.28 .484 .188 .405Do___________________ do _______• ____ Fro':.~~l~~~~~____________.__ _Evergreen black· 5.18 .489 .187 .398Puyallup, Wash __ ; None ______________ •• ______ _

berry. I 0.79 .486 .283 .466
DO.-------------r-----do--- _________ Canned, 2 parts fruit to 1 5.87 .526 .Zi8 .409part distilled water.nO______________ j_____ dO ____________ Frozen, 2 parts fruit to 1 5.80 .li31 .287 .421Do____________ . ____ .do. _____• _____ Ffo~~tDs_~~~~: ________ • _____ __ 5.38 .528 .267 .452 

• The chemIcal analyses reported in these tnbles were made accordlug to methodsdescribed in the following puIJlicatloIl : ASSoCIATION OF OFFICIAL AGRlCUU£URAL CHEMISTS.OFFICIAL AND TENTATII'E METHons oJ' ANALYSIS.
~IETHODS OF ANALYSIS. Hevised to ,Tuly 1, 1(J24. 

COMPILED BY THB COMMITTEE ON J:.'DITING
1925. Ed. 2, 535 p., iIlus. WaShington, n. C. 
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These analyses show that the chemical characteristics of berries 
which are important in the manufacture of jams and jellies are not 
significantly affected by the storage of the fruit in the frozen state. 
It was noted, however, that strawberries frozen without sugar showed 
a decided loss in flavor and color as compared with the fresh fruit 
as originally packed. This was not true of the berries frozen with 
sugar, in which case the fruit was much like fresh berries mixed 
with the same proportion of sugar. . 

In later experiments mixtures of about 300 pounds of strawberries 
or raspberries with 150 pounds of cane sugar were frozen in 50~gallon 
barrels commonly used for this purpose. Storage of these containers 
was generally at about 25° F. for periods of one to nine months. 
In :preparntion for analysis the pulp was separated from the juice 
by draining for a few minutes on an 8-inch screen, the pulp and the 
sirup being analyzed separately. The results of these analyses are 
given in Table 8. Corrections were not made for added sugar, and 
due allowance must be made for this fact in comparing the analyses. 

TABLE 8.-007nl)urison of the ahe-mwul compO/H.Non Of the berries u·ud. the. Itirup 
.j./I. fl'O;:ell-pucl~ lni.;ctul'C8 u:nd ot berries 11,ot. tr{Jze'lL 

gj co ,,0
WeIght "":;; :c ._-< 

Storn~e condI :s gz(pounds) Solids ::ltlons .E 
~ 

ofdruined- I» '0
gj "" "'Ul ",Ie.<:I 

0Yarlety of fruit nnd ... .E:9 .. 2 
place grown -0",,,,, C3"'"':' ..'" _Ul 

'0 0 co 
lOr.. ~ 0 

"" ;.,.§.c "0 p.'L. '::a iii ... .c '" ~~.~ p. ] ~.E co " ::!=Q~ 
~~Pt ~~ I]; 0 ~iil ~ -:S ] 

p... 
:g~):I:I .;!'3

f:'<E p... f:'< 10< 0 "'l '" "'l ~ ----'" --- --- --- -- -
Cuthbert raspberry: P. et. P.ct. P. ct. P.et. P. cl. P.et. P.rt.

Bellingham, WElSh ___ None_______________________ 17.84 6.27 8.928.92 0.670.24 18L5 0.37 
Do_______________ 1 month___ 25 242 ______ 45.33 7.18 36. SO _____ .50 .111 134.8 .40 
Do__________________do______ 25 ______ 201 49.57 _____ 47.66 _____ .22 .08 101.2 .38 
Do_______________ None_______________________ IB.27 6.45 9.27 9.00 .63 .23 183.8 .39 
Do_______________ 1 mouth___ 25 238 ______ 43.23 7.55 34.13.____ .49 .20\141.5 .37
Do__________________do__ ____ 25 ______ 210 50.55 _____ 49.28_____ .22 .08 105.6 .30 
Do_______________ None _______________________ IB.47 6.53 9.51 8.96 .65 .26 184.1 .37 
Do_______________ 1 month___ 25 297 ______ 41.60 6.30 33.44 _____ .40 .19 136.4 .35 
Do__________________do______ 25 ______ 155 56.42 _____ 55.36 _____ .21 .05 112.4 .27 
Do_______________ None_______________________ 14.88 4.88 7.53 7.35 .58 .29 15B.4 .40 
Do_______________ II months__ 25 323.5______ 49.20 7.13 40.80 ________________ 126.1 .30 
Do__________________do______ 25 ______ 125.5 45.06 _____ 42.98 ________________ 124.6 .30 

Marshall strawberry: Everett, WElSh_______ None_______________________ 11.70 2.80 7.15 4.55 . 60 . 37 161. 1 ,'39
Do_______________ 3 months__ 15 192 ______ 33.10 5.34 25.80 ____ _ .62 _36 136.4 .32Do_________________ .do______ 15 ______ 258 49.01 _____ 48.32 ____ _ .19 .09 85. 1 .23Puyallup, WElSh _____ None_______________________ 11.32 2.52 6.08 4.M .63 .31 195.8 .41Do_______________ 3 months__ 25 1M. 5 ______ 37.63 6.97 27.36 ____ _ .91 • 52 148.1 _37Do__________________do______ 25 ______ 282.5 45.30 _____ 43.73 ____ _ .13 .05 111.5 .24 

Wilson strawberry:
Portland,Oreg_______ None_______________________ 10.87 2.95 5.95 4.92 .50 .35 182.1 .49 

Do_______________ 5 months__ 25 157 ______ 43.72 5.57 35.76 _____ .80 .44 151.3 .34 
Do__________________do______ 25 ______ 293 48.45.____ 45.07.____ .11 .05 132.0 .25 

The data indicate that the pectic-acid content of the drained juice 
is very much lower than that of the drained pulp. This is due to 
the fact that pectin is insoluble in water until the fruit mass has been 
heated in the presence of water and. acid. 

It will also be noted that there was some loss of pectin in the 
berries in some cases, due perhaps to the longer period of time re
quired to freeze the fruit mass in such instances which might result

iin a further ripening of the fruit and a possib e breaking down of 
pectic materials. 
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The'analyses show no significan~ changts in the chemical constituents of the berries other than these few cases of loss in pecticmaterials.
The analyses also show that a period of several months is required for the sugar concentration in the fruit to come into equilibrium with that in the sirup. Even after storage for nine monthsat about 25° F. the proportion of sugar in the juice is somewhathigher than that in the drained fruit. 

YEAST DEVELOPMENT. MOLD GROWTH. FERMENTATION. AND SPOILAGE IN.. FROZEN-PACK BERRIES 

Temperature is one of the most important factors in the preservation of fruit by the frozen-pack method. It is known that high temperatures may cause a marked acceleration in the respiration as wellas in other vital processes of the fruit and may bring about the rapiddevelopment of fungous and bacterial or~anisms. The primary purpose of the handling and freezing practIces employed in the frozenpack method of preserving fruit is the reduction of yeast and molddevelopment to a minimum and the prevention of fermentation andspoilage.
Fermentation may be influenced by other factors which arisemore or less directly from the vital processes heretofore mentioned,such as the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the containers offruit, the depletion of free oxygen in the air which is present inthe fruit tissue as it is packed in the container, and the presenceof alcohol resulting from fermentation.
Some of these factors have a depressing effect on fermentativeactivity. The presence of carbon dioxide in frozen-pack fruit doesnot ordinarily retard. fermentation.
The absence of oxygen possibly prevents the multiplication ofyeast cells, but it does not destroy their fermentative powers. Henceit, will be noted ina subsequent table that considerable fermentationcan occur even when the number of yeast cells is relatively small andshows no indication of inereasing.
Aside from fermentation, with its consequent deterioration inthe value of the frozen-pack fruit, there may also be a loss in dessertIluality in the fruit where conditions exist in which the oxygen isdepleted, even though actual spoilage has not occurred. Such deterioration has been observed in the taste and a:ppearance of thefruity but its demonstration chemically generally 1S not possible.The concentration of cane sugar in the sirup may, of course,mark{~dly influence fermentative activity. The extraction of water,both from the berry cells and from the cells of the organisms·involved in fermentation and spoilage, materially influences therates of their activity. Sugar concentrations may be prepared ofsuch strength that they practically inhibit fermentative activity,even though temperatures remain relatively high. Such concentrations are obtuined regularly in the bottoms of barrels of frozenpack berries packed with sugar, but they occur less frequently inthe tops of the barl-els. Hence it has been emphasized that thefruit mass in the top and at the center of the barrel is the .mostliable to fermentation and spoilage because of the difficulty of re
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taining sufficient sugar at these points during the packing and 
because of di1Iiculties in cooling the fruit. 

The percentages of alcohol which have an inhibiting effect on the 
fermentative activity of yeast cells are such that they are not sig
nificant in the prevention of loss because of spoiled berries. The 
fermenting enzyme is active only within the cells of the yeast, but 
the ulcohol readily diffuses from these into the sirup. It IS obvious 
that only when alcohol is present in high concentratIOn does it mate
rially uffect the vital processes of the yeast. Commercially, the 
fruit is spoiled long before this point is reuched. 

In the determination of the yeast, spore population, and molds 
present in frozen-pack berries~ the method for microanalysis de
scribed by Howard anu Stephenson 5 ,vas fo11oweu. Determinations 
by this method are maue with a COIilpound microscope, special count
ing cells being useu on which urops of the sample, diluted to a 
known standard strength, are spread out under a thin cover glass 
for exumination. For yeasts and spores the "count" means the 
number found per one-sixtieth of a cubic millimeter of the sample; 
for molds it means the percentu.ge of ruled squares, microscopic 
fielus by number, which show molds present, such fields having been 
yiewed under definitely prescribed conditions. Both of these are 
arbitrary criteria. but when obtaineu unuer carefully standardized 
conditions they furnish a reliable meaSure of the yeast, spore, and 
moM content of different packs or lots of the same or uifferent com
modities. And this content is, of course) some inuication of the 
quulity of the various packs or lots under examination. For ex
ample, in an analysis by Howard and Stephenson of nine sumples 
of tomuto sances made from acceptuble or fairly acceptable stock, 
the yeast and spore ('ount a vera.ged 40 per one-sixtieth of a cubic 
millimeter and the mold count 14 per cent; thut is~ 14 per cent 
of the microscopic fields exumined showed molds. The averages 
for 24 samples of SUl1ces made from buu or questionable stock were 
475 for y('ast and spores and 53 per cent for molUs. These auth<?rs 
make the statement that "a low mold, yeast and spore. or bacterIal 
count does not necessarily indicate Sf/and stock. but a high ('otmt 
in any of these organisms always indicates bad stock or improper 
hundlinf?'. " 

In USIng the Howurd and Stephenson method on frozen-pack fruit 
all necessary precautions in sampling and in preparing the sumples 
for examination were employed, in order to insure accurate anu 
representative reslllts. In some cases, samples were taken directly 
from barrels of fruit prepared for the experiments; in others, the 
berry and sugur mixtures were prepared and held in storage at 
different temperatures in cans~ sealed. after packing. The fruit in 
these cans wus held under temperature conditions similar to those 
that would prevail in burrels of frozen-pack fruit as they were 
being cooled at f.reezing temperatures. 

A preliminary count for yeast, spore population, and molds made 
on Marshall strawberries, as they were delivered for packing, in
dicuted that a considerable variation coulU be expected, even in 
berries thut appeul" to be in an entirely satisfactory condition. The 

• Row.UtI), B. J .. and STEPH&XSOX, C. H. MIcnOS(.'OPICAL STUPIES os l'Q)1ATO l'RODIlCTS. 
U. S. Df.'pt. A","T. Bul. riS1, 24 p., .il\us. 11)17. 
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magnitude of these counts depends on various cultural and climatic 
factors. In general, however, the counts were quite low, ranging 
from 4 to 24 for the yeasts and spores, and 4 to 20 per cent 
for the molds. Raspberries have generally shown higher values 
than strawberries in this respect for fruit that appeared to be in 
comparable condition. The reason for this lies perhaps in the 
structure of the berry. 

The. first experiments with frozen-pack berries were conducted 
with barrels of Marshall strawberries and Cuthbert raspberries, 
packed without sugar and with cane sugar in the proportions 3 plus 
1, 2 plus 1, and 1 plus 1. These barrels were divided into three 
groups and held at 0°, 15°, and 30° F. for periods of 6 to 10 days. 

Yeast and spore counts made before and after the period of storage 
showed no consistent or appreciable increase. There was no alcohol 
present in the fruit mass in any of the-barrels, and the berries had 
an entirely satisfactory flavor and appearance. It was evident that 
with berries having a low yeast and spore count at packing time 
there was no considerable increase 1n numbers under the conditions 
of this e~1)eriment and no fermentation 01' spoilage. The experiment 
emphasizes the fact, also, that it is practicable to preserve good berries 
in a fresh, dry condition by means of low temperatures. 

The relatively satisfaetory results obtained even when the barrels 
were held for 6 to 10 days at 30° F., a, temperature which is not 
recommended and at which no freezing occurs, indicate that spoilage 
in storage may be due in a large part to the condition of the fruit 
at paeking time or to failure to maintain proper storage temper
atures. 

The condition of the fruit at packing time has a very important 
bearing on its behavior in storage even when rapidly cooled. Obvi
ously, where decayed, soft, overripe berries are used for the frozen 
pack, the quality of the fruit after freezing and thawing can not be 
better than it was at the beginning. Rapid cooling and freezing 
merely help to retain the fruit in the condition that existed at the 
time of packing. 

Some experiment.:; made with precooled berries packed in 50-gallon 
barrels indicated that such a practice helped materially in keeping 
down the development of organisms and stopping fermentation. 
Small containers, in which the fruit can be cooled rapidly, are espe
cially advantageous. Under the conditions of these experiments, it 
was found that the fruit packed in 50-gallon barrels in a 3 plus 
1 mixture was as satisfactory as that in the 1 plus 1 packs. This 
indicates that the cane-sugar concentration found in the fruit mass 
at the top of the barrel is sufficient to preserve the mass if the fruit 
is in good condition when packed and is cooled fairly rapidly. 

In order to test further the effect of different temperatures on the 
development of organisms in frozen-pack berries and on fermenta
tion, various mixtures of berries and cane sugar were prepared accu
rately by weight and l\eld at different temperatures in sealed cans. 
The. results obtained from these tests are given in Table 9. The 
alcohol determinations were maue by actual analysis. 
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TABLE 9.-Yeast a7ld- 8flore counts and- aloohol determinations made on. Outhberl 
rasJ}ocrrie8 and Mar8haJl 8tra'Wberrles packed', wit1/- and. withou.t cane 8ugar 
amt Mld, at 4.5'° and. 75° F. 

Yeast and spore 
count

Storage Percent-
Fruit variety and charncter of pack tempem-I---.,----I age 01 

ture ("F.) At be- After alcohol
ginning two days 

--------------------1------------
Cuthbertmspberrlell: 45No sugar___________________________________________________ 

4 18 None.aplus L_________________________________________________ 452plus L___________________________________________________ 45 4 9 Do. 
No sugar.._________________________________________________ 75 4 7 Do. 

4 72 0.1.3plus L___________________________________________________ 75 4 16 None. 
2 plus L _______________----------------------------______ 75 4 12 Do. 

l\farshBIl strawberries: No sugar__________________________________________________ 45 
3 plus 1 _______________________________,____________________ 45 6 60 Do. 
2plus L___________________________________________________ 45 li 8 Do. 
No sugar__________________________________________________ 15 4 Ii Do. 
3 plus L___________________________________________________ i5 li 64(l O.lili. 

0 SO None. 
10 8 Do.

2 plus L__ _________________________________________________ 75 

The influence of temperature as well as that of cane-sugar concen
tration upon the yeast and spore population is evident from these 
results. Longer periods of exposure up to three days at these tem
pemtures have given even higher yeast and spore counts and larger 
amOlmts of alcohol even in the 45° F. storage. After a period of 
only 24 hours no alcohol was observed in any of these experimental 
lots, and the counts were generally lower than those found for berries 
held for two days, 

An extensive series of experiments was conducted with Marshall 
strawberries, Cuthbert raspberries, and Evergreen blackberries, 
packed with and without cane sugar and held in small containers at 
temperatures of 75° 45° and 30° F. :

-'ed' .The results 0btam from the microanalytical studies, together 
with notes on the presence or absence of fermentation, are given in 
Tuble 10. Actual analyses for alcohol could not be made m these 
experiments. 

TABLE lO.-The devel.ormlent of yeast SjJOrc8 (];Iu/. -molds alu/. fh(l 1W"f!Sem;e or 
«·bsenec of fermentation. i1~ 8eu-led. can.'! of MarSMil 8trawberries, packed, and 
stored. wlIaer various cOllwitiQ1l.'! 1 

Storl\ge I :Mold 

I 

Yea.,t Fermenta-T ImEl held and. t YT'e of pack tempera- 'rime emmined (percount Honture(OF_)! cent) 

! 
Fruit held J5 hours alter being harvested 

before being packed: 
{When packed _____ 12 12 None.
After 18 hours_____No sugar___________________________ 45 8 Moderate_After 30 hours_____75 66 8 Bad.After 42 hours_____ 103 4 Do.After 54 hours____ ISO 4 Do. 

{When packed _____ • 12 12 None . 
After 18 hours_____ 30 12 Moderate.4 plus 1 ____________________________ . After 30 hours_____i5 18 4 Do.After 42 hours_____ 39 8 Do.
After 54 hours__- 84 8 Bad. 

{When packe:l ____ 16 None.
2 plus 1 _____________________________ After 12 hours_____ 24 

21 16 Do.75 After .24 hours_____ 24 8 Do.After 36 hours_____ 18 8 Do.
JWhen packed _____No sugar____________________________ 24 16 Do. 

45 lAfter 48 hOUTS__ --- 12 12 Do.After 72 hOUTS_____ 15 8 Do. 
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TABLE lO.-TIw development of lIeast BPOTeS and. nwld8 and the presence or 
(I·usellce of ferm.entation in sealed cans of ][arslUlli stra.,aberries, packed alia 
store(l 1111der variolls cOllditiQIIS--Continued 

Time held and tnle of pack 

Fruit heltl 15 hours after being harvested 
before being packed-Continued. 

4 plus L __________•___. __•_____ ••.••• 

:! plus L.___._•.•.•.__......_•.._.... 

No sugar•••__••••_••••••__•••••••••• 

4 plus 1••_••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2 plus L •••.••••..•••.•••_•••..••.••• 

Fruit held 40 hours after being harvested 
be'/ore beinl,; packed: 

No sugar•.••••••••.••..••••.••.•••••j 
4 pitts 1•••••••••••••••_•••••••••••••. 

::::::::::::::::::::==::::1 

I

4 plus 1.............................. / 


2 plus ' ..............................; 


No sugar............................! 

4 plus L ............................. Ii 


I TVhen packed..... 18 
30 	: Alter 48 hours••••• 12IAfter 96 hours..... 152 plus I ...................-..........I___'--_____-'--_ 


Alter 216 hourn.... 18 

Storage I I Yeast 
tem~ra. Time examined couut 
ture( F.)! 

I --. 

{When packed •.••. 24 
Alter 48 hours••.•• 945 Alter 72 hours••••• 24 
Alter 120 hours•.•• 36 

{When packed_••.. 24 
45 A!ter 48 hours•••••. 12 

• 1 	 TiAlter 72 hours•••.• 
Alter 120 hours.•. _ 21 

lWhen packed••.•• 24 
Alter 48 hours••••. 9 

30 Alter]2O hourn •• " 12 
Alter 240 hours•••• 9 

I Alter 480 hours•••• 57
11When packed ..••• 24 

Alter 48 hours••••• 6 
:;0 Alter 120 hours.••• 15I Alter 240 hours.••• 21 

After 480 hours.••• 18IfWhen packed •••.• 24 
: After 48 hours.•.•• 15 

2C :(I!(;r 120 hours.•._ 24 
After 240 hours.•.• 21IAlter 480 hours•.•. 30 

{When packed ••••• 18 
75 	 Alter 12 hours••••• :ro

Alter 24 hours__•• 36 
{"'hen packed.•••• 18 

75 Alter 12 hours••••• J5 
Alter 24 hours.•.•• 21 

f"ben packed ••••• .IS 
i5 ! After 12 hours._ .•• 24i .-I.!ter 24 hours..... 24 

18 
45 	1 Alter 48 hours•••.• IS 

I After 96 hours. _•.• 36 
: Wben packed ••••• ]8 
r... ----

45 	. After 48 hours..... ]5
I After 96 hours..... 33 
,{When packed ..... IS 

45 	 Alter 48 hours..... 21 
Alter 96 hours ••• __ ]2 

f"hen packed ..... 18 
'ro After 48 hours..... 9 
• After 96 hours..... 2i

! Alter 216 hours.... 18 
'{When packed ..... ]8

30 	 . After 48 hours_... 18 
, Alter 95 hours._.. 24 
; After 216 hours.... 15 

:r.fold 
(per Fermenta· 

cent) tion 

15 None. 
S Do. 
8 Do. 

12 Do. 
]6 Do. 
8 Do. 
4 Do. 

12 Do. 
]6 Do. 
8 Do. 
8 Do. 

16 Do. 
12' Do. 
]6 Do. 

S Do. 


12 Do. 

2,' Do. 

4 Do. 


16 Do. 

8 Do. 

8 Do. 

4 Do. 

4 Do. 


28 Do. 
24 Slight. 
36 Moderate. 
28 None. 
32 Do. 
20 Do. 
28 Do. 
36 Do. 
24 Do. 
28 Do. 
36 Do. 
24 Moderate. 
28 	 None. 
24 Do. 
12 Moderate. 
28 None. 
48 Do. 
28 Do. 
28 Do. 
40 Do. 
48 Do. 
40 Do. 
28 Do. 
20 Do. 
16 Do. 
52 Do. 
28 Do. 
40 Do. 
28 Do. 
40 Do. 

The data presented in Table 10 and the results of other experiments 
not here reported indicate that under the conditions of the experi
ments there was a marked increase in the yeast count in fruit packed 
without sugar and held at high tempemtures. The presence of cane 
sugar was a decided deterrent to the mUltiplication of the yeast cells, 
no significant increase being found in the 2 plus 1 pack, Keeping 
the fruit in the open air prior to packing only slightly increased 
these counts. 

The mold counts did not show an increase under the anaerobic 
conditions present deep in the fruit mass in barrels of berries even 
with high temperatures and when the berJ'ies had been packed with
out sugar. The mold count increased rapidly, however, while the 
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uuit waS standing in contact with the air, prior to packing. Fermen- ~ 

tation in the fruit packed without sugar and in that packed 4: plus 1 

and held at 75° F. was noted wjthin 18 hours. This is very impor- ~ 

t.ant when it is considered that from 10 to 12 hours elapse after 

barrels are placed in storage before any appreciable cooling occurs in 

the center of the barrel. 'l'hcse data indicate that fruit packed with

out sugar or with sugar in low concentration must be moved to stor

age promptly and cooled as quickly as possible if fermentation is to 
be avoided.

A temperature of 45° F. preserved the fruit without fermentation 


during the time covered by these tests. No measuruble fermentation 


had occurred at the end of 72 hours in the fruit packed without sugar 

or at the end of 120 hours in the fruit packed 4: plus 1. Fruit packed 

4: plus 1 and 2 plus 1 and stored at 30° showed no fermentation in 20 


days. There was no consistent increase in yeast 01' mold count in 


any of the lot'S held at 45° or lower while the experiments were in 


progress.

It will be noticed that fermentation ",ali pI'esent in samples having 


a yeast and spore count as low as 18, ulthough the average spore count 


for raspberries in which fermentation occlllTeu was somewhat higher. 


Since many samples can be found which have counts of the same or 


even of greater magnitude but in which no measurable fermentation 


occurred, it is evident that while the magnitude of the yeast and spore 


population is ill many cases an indication that fermentation is taking 


place or has occurred previous to the sampling, it is not necessarily 


so in all cases. Large yeast and spore counts suggest that the fruit 


may have been improperly handled after packing, or if accompanied 


by mold counts of considerable magnitude muJ' indicate that such 

fruit was of inferior quality at packing time. 'I he physiological rea

sons for the possibility of fermentution occurring with relatively low 

yeast and spore counts have already been mentioned. The finding of ~ 

alcohol in the fruit mass is positive evid('nce, of course, that fermen

tation hus occurred.
Prompt packing of the fruit will improyc its qtmlity, especially 

since mold development is the"reby reduced. Prompt cooling to a 

temperature of at least 40° F. is, however, the best insurance against 

fermentution and spoilage. In the fruit held at 30° there was no 
~

fermentation in any of the samples. eyen after a delay of 40 hours 
~

before the fruit was placed in storage. Freezing of the organisms 


of course entirely stops their development and preyents fermentation. 


As the datu" obbuned for Cuthbert raspbernes and Eveq,rreen 


blackberries were similar to those obtained for strawberries, they 


are not presented in detail.

It seemed, howe\'er, that, all other C'onditions being the same, the 


original yeast and spore count-son raspberries were generally higher 


than those on strawberries. Fermentation seemed to begin more 


readily in raspberries and spoilage OCCUlTed more quickly when the 


fruit was held at "elutiYely high temperatures for some little time 


before being packed. A IOWel·jng of the temperature from 75° to 

60° F. slightly reduced fermenta6ve activity and pI'obably the de


velopment of organisms, but tempeJ'atures around 40° were required 


to retard these processes materially. 


t 
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SUMMARY 

The rates of cooling and freezing 9f frozen-pack berries packed ill 
different types of containers and exposed to freezing temperatures 
are given. 

The rate of cooling of such fruit is slowest in the center of the con
tainer, and it is at this point that there is the greatest danger of 
iermentation and spoilage. The lower the holding temperature, the 
sooner the fruit will be cooled below the temperature at which fer
mentation can take place. . 

It requires approximately twice as long to cool fruit packed in 
the center of a barrel to a temperature of reasonable safety from 
fermentation with air temperature at 30° F. as is required if the 
temperature is 0°; at 15° it requires about half a day longer than 
at 0°. 

There appears to be little significant difference in the rate of cool
in~ of strawberries, raspberries, or Logan or other blackberries. 

The use of ice in the centers of the barrels markedly increases the 
rate of cooling in that portion of the fruit mass, although there are 
some trade objections to the pmctice. Pl·ecooling the fruit prior to 
filling the barrels results in the maintenance of very satisfactory 
temperatures in the berries frol11 the time they are packed. 

'rhe smaller the container, the more rapid will be the cooling. 
Fruit packed in calis cools inster than tlwt packed in wooden con
tainers of similar capacity. 

Fruit packed with cane, sugar cools slightly faster than fruit 
packed without sugar. The mOJ'e sngar in the pack the mot·e rapid 
the rat.e of cooling-. 

The lise of conSIderable quantit.ies of cane sugar in packing frozen
pack fruit retards the deveioplllt'nt; of yeasts and molds (even at 
relati ,·ely high temperatures), reuuees the danger of fel·mentation, 
l)resClTes the color of the fruit, nnd to SOl11(' extent preserves the 
11a"or and the aroma of the oerries. Its use, however, has some 
disaclnmtages, and only the necessary quantity should be used. 
}{aspberries can oe packed qnite satisfactorily without sugar. Straw
~elTies, hower('r, are preserved in Illllch more satisfaetory condition 
If packed with sugar. 

The addition of cane sugar to the berries causes a withdrawal of 
water from the fruit. The sugar dissol\res in this juice and forms a 
concentrated sirup, whi("h gradually dmins to the bottom of the con
tainer. Hente after a few days in storage the sirup concentration 
in the fruit mass in the lower portion of the barrel is considerably 
higher than that in the upper portion. For any of the commercial 
packs. it seems to be very nearly a· saturated solution of cane sugar 
at the prevailing temperatures. The concentration in the top of the 
barrel varies more widely, depending on the proportions of cane 
sugar and berries used. 

One of the results of this withdrawal of water from the berries is 
a shrinkage in tissue volume mOre or less proportional to the su"ar 
concentration. Tliis decrease in size seems to occur relatively 860n 
after the fruit is packed, occurring mostly in the first ~4 hours. In 
high sirup concentrations the fruit tissues may eventually become 
tough and leathery. 

:' 
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The best means of mixing sugar throughout the fruit mass was not 
definitely established by these tests. As a practical. measure, the 
frequent addition ot sugar in mIlall quantities as packing goes on 
and the storing of the barrels in a position the reverse from that in 
which they were packed appears to be most satisfactory. This pro~ 
cedure has generally resulted in the berries being more attractive in 
appearance and having a more pleasing flavor. The mechanical jol~ 
ing method of settling the fruit mass in the container is preferable to 
shaking it by hand, because the undissolved sugar does not so readily 
sift through to the bottom. 

Ice formation in barrels of berries exposed to freezing temperatures 
inyariably begins in the fruit mass at the top and extends down the 
sides of the container. This is probably because of the lower sirup 
concentration in tIle top of the barrl'l, and the consequent higher 
freezing point of the fruit mass in that part of the container. 

Practically no ice formation occurs in the bottollL<; of barrels, ex
cept after long storage at low temperatures. Even then, with the 
relatively high sirup concentrations, the frozen mass is slushy rather 
than hard and crystalline. 

Fruit tissues expand in volume to a considerable degree during 
freezing. Whether the fruit is packed either with or without sugar. 
if freezing is prolon~ed or very rapid, precautions should be taken to 
prevent the 15urstil.lg of the containers, especially when these have 
been filled to capacIty. 

Hard freezing, such as is generally obtained at 0° F., especially 
if small containers are used, is not alwaY8 necessary for the proper 
preservation of frozen-pack fruit. There is some. question as to 
whether very rapid freezing of thi:- kind does not extract water from 
the fruit in such a way ac.: to result in a more disintegrated product 
when thawed than does the employment of tempel:atures of 10° 
to 15°. The rapid cooling that takes place in barrels of frozen
pack berries when exposed to temperatures around 0° is often de
sirable for the quick retardation of fermentative processes and the 
development of organisms, but to hold the fruit at such temperatures 
is unnecessary. 

There was considerable variation in the concentration of soluble 
301ids in the juice of berries that appeared to be at about the same 
stage of maturity. As the berries matured there was generally an in
crease in soluble solids in the juice, but in the same berry there was 
compal'lltively little difl'erence between the concentrations in the juice 
from the firm and that from the soft side or between that from red. 
colored and that from greenish white portions of unripe berries. 

Determinations of soluble solids made on the juice taken from the 
central portions of berries packed in different sugar concentrations, 
as well as that pressed from the outer portions of the fruit, did not 
show any consistent or significant differences such as would occur 
if there were an actual penetration of sugar into the fruit tissue. 

The chemical chal'ftctenstics of berries which are important in the 
manufactme of jams and jellies are not significantly affected by stor~ 
age of the fruit in the frozen state. The texture of strawberries, for 
preserving purposes at least, may be considerably improved by 
frozen storage, but strawberries frozen without sugar showed a de

4 
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Clded loss in flavor and color as compared with the fresh fruit at 
the time of packing. 

The studies on yeast and spore population and moM development 
in frozen-pack berries emphasize the importance of packing only 
clean, fresh fruit and the need fol' prompt cooling to at least 40° F. 
in the center of the fruit mass. 

Although it requires freezing temperatures to actually stop the 
development of organisms in frozen-pack berries, reduction to a tem
perature of 40° F. as quickly as possible will very markedly retard 
the growth and multiplication of organisms and reduce the danger 
of fermentation and spoilaO'e. 

After the fruit mass in the containers is frozen, a temperature of 
15° to. 20° .F. has been found satisfactory for ll;?ng storage. 

Studies on the yeast-spore population and mold growth in straw
berries as they are delivered for packing indicate that a considerable 
variation can be expected even in berries that are apparently in an 
~ntil:ely satisfactory condition. In general, the counts are low, rang
mg m these tests from 4 to 24 for the yeasts and spores. and from 
4 to 20 per cent for the molds, according "to the Howard and Stephen
son method of microanalysis. The magnitude of these numbers 
depends on various cultural and climatic conditions. 

In raspberries apparently in 11 satisfactory condition the yeast 
and ~pore counts have generally been higher than in any of the other 
berries seeming-Iy in the same condition that were used for the 
frozen pack. ,." 

Under the conditions existing in barrels of berries there is 11 

marked increase in the yeast count in fruit packed without sugar 
and held at high temperatures. The presence of sugaL' greatly 
reduces the rate of multiplication of the yeast cells, no significant 
increase having been found in the 2 plus 1 pack. The mold counts 
do not show an increase under the partially anaerobic conditions 
prese-nt deep in the fruit mass in barrels of berries, even with high 
temperatures and in packs containing no sugar. The mold count 
increases rapidly, however, while the fruit is in contact with the air, 
prior to packing. 

Fruit packed without sugar ot with low cane-sugar concentrations 
must be moved to storage promptly and cooled as quickly as possible 
if fermentation is to be avoided. 

The magnitude of the yeast and spore population is in many cases 
an indication that fermentation is taking place or has occurred 
previous to sampling, but it is not necessarIly so in all cases. Large 
yeast and spore counts suggest that the fruit may have been im
properly handled aftet it was packed~ or if accompanied by mold 
counts of considerable magnitude it may indicate that such fruit 
was inferior in quality at packing time, The presence of alcohol in 
the fruit mass is positive evidence that fermentation has oc~urred. 

Harvesting the fruit at the proper stage of maturity. careful 
handling, prompt packing, quick cooling to freezing temperature, and 
freezing are the essential factors in the satisfactory preservation of 
frozen-pack fruit. 
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